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MOMENTS OF SPINOR L-FUNCTIONS AND SYMPLECTIC
KLOOSTERMAN SUMS
FABIAN WAIBEL
Abstract. We compute the second moment of spinor L-functions at central
points of Siegel modular forms on congruence subgroups of large prime level
N and give applications to non-vanishing.
1. Introduction
For the analytical theory of modular forms on congruence subgroups in GL2pZq,
spectral summation formulas such as the Petersson formula are a basic tool. A
primary component is a sum over Kloosterman sums and many applications rely
on a careful estimation of the latter. For Siegel cusp forms, Kitaoka [7] introduced
an equivalent to Petersson’s formula that was extended in [3] to include congruence
subgroups. In this case, however, the off-diagonal terms are very complex and
contain generalized Kloosterman sums that run over matrices in Sp4pZq. So far,
literature on these sums is limited.
The aim of this article is to evaluate spectral averages of second moments of
spinor L-functions for Siegel congruence groups of large prime level by means of
the Kitaoka-Petersson formula. The core of this computation is the manipulation
of symplectic Kloosterman sums which may be of independent interest.
To state our results, we fix some notation. For a natural number N let
Γ
p2q
0
pNq “
"ˆ
A B
C D
˙
P Sp4pZq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ C ”
ˆ
0 0
0 0
˙
modN
*
denote the Siegel congruence group of level N and let H2 be the Siegel upper half
plane consisting of all symmetric 2-by-2 complex matrices whose imaginary parts
are positive definite. Let S
p2q
k pNq denote the space of Siegel cusp forms on Γp2q0 pNq
of weight k. For F,G P Sp2qk pNq, we define the Petersson inner product by
xF,Gy “
ż
Γ
p2q
0
pNqzH2
F pZqGpZq pdetY qk dXdYpdet Y q3 .(1)
Any F P Sp2qk pNq has a Fourier expansion
F pZq “
ÿ
TPS
aF pT q pdetT q
k
2
´ 3
4 eptrpTZqq,
with Fourier coefficients aF pT q, where S is the set of symmetric, positive definite,
half integral matrices T with integral diagonal. If F is an eigenform of the Hecke
algebra, the Fourier coefficients are real-valued. For such eigenforms of even weight
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k, we let Lps, F q denote the spinor L-function, normalized so that its critical strip
is 0 ă ℜs ă 1. This is a degree 4 L-function. Furthermore, we set
wF,N :“ π
1{2
4
p4πq3´2kΓpk ´ 3{2qΓpk ´ 2qaF pIq
2
‖F‖2
,(2)
where I is the 2-by-2 identity matrix. These ”harmonic” weights appear naturally in
the Kitaoka-Petersson formula. Due to our non-normalization of the inner product
in (1), the denominator of wF,N implicitly contains a factor rSp4pZq : Γ0pNqs “
N3
ś
p|N p1 ` p´1qp1` p´2q.
More precisely, they are of size — N´3 on average, since according to [4, p. 37]
it holds that ÿ
FPB
p2q
k
pNq
wF,N “ 1`OpN´1k´2{3q.(3)
In addition, the weights wF,N are related to central values of L functions. This
remarkable conjecture is due to Böcherer and was recently proven by [5, Theorem 2
& Remark 6]. If F is not a Saito-Kurokawa lift, and πF “ ‘vπF,v is the automorphic
representation of GSp4pAq associated to F , it holds that
wF,N “ 2
5`s`tπ5Γp2k ´ 4q
N3 Γp2k ´ 1q
Lp1{2, F qLp1{2, F ˆ χ´4q
Lp1, πF ,Adq ,(4)
where s “ ´1 if F is a weak Yoshida lift and 0 otherwise, and t counts how many
πF,p for p | N are of type VIb, cf. [4, Theorem 1.12 & p. 10]. The adjoint L-function
Lps, πF ,Adq is of degree 10.
Let q1, q2 ! N ǫ be two coprime fundamental discriminants (possibly 1) and
denote by χq1 the character which maps x to the Kronecker symbol
`
q1
x
˘
.
Theorem 1. Let N ” 3mod4 be a large prime1, k ě 8 and Bp2qk pNq denote a
Hecke basis of Γ
p2q
0
pNq. Thenÿ
fPB
p2q
k
pNq
wF,NLp1{2, F ˆ χq1qLp1{2, F ˆ χq2q “ main term`Oq1,q2,kpN´α`ǫq,(5)
where the main term is the residue at s “ t “ 0 of the expression (22) and α “ 1
2
for k ě 12, α “ 5
14
for k “ 10 and α “ 1
14
for k “ 8.
In particular, if q1 “ q2 “ 1, the main term equals
4
3
Lp1, χ´4q2P3plogNq(6)
for a certain monic polynomial P3 of degree 3 depending on q1, q2 and k.
If tq1, q2u P t1,´4u, the main term equals
2Lp1, χ´4q2P2plogNq(7)
for a certain monic polynomial P3 of degree 2 depending on q1, q2 and k.
If tq1, q2u are two coprime integers different from 1 and -4, the main term equals
4Lp1, χq1qLp1, χ´4q1qLp1, χq2qLp1, χ´4q2qLp1, χq1q2q(8)
1The requirement N ” 3 pmod 4q ensures that Lps, F q has conductor N2 for all newforms with
wF,N ‰ 0 that are not Saito-Kurokawa lifts. This allows to apply an approximate functional
equation in the proof of Theorem 1.
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For large weights and the full modular group, i.e. N “ 1, Blomer [2] shows a very
similar result and the proof of Theorem 1 is based on his work. While obtaining
a uniform estimate in weight k and level N is principally possible, this requires
deriving a Petersson formula for newforms. This can be achieved by constructing
an explicit orthogonal basis of oldforms and then applying Möbius inversion to sieve
these forms out (cf. [10] for the SL2pZq case).
The main difficulty of proving Theorem 1 is treating the off-diagonal contribu-
tion in the Kitaoka-Petersson formula. This term is a sum over Bessel functions
and symplectic Kloosterman sums whose ”moduli” run over integral 2-by-2 ma-
trices with all entries divisible by N . Consequently, we decompose each Kloost-
erman sum into two parts, separating a Kloosterman sum of modulus N I that
is straightforward to handle. After applying Poisson summation, we see that the
sum vanishes unless a congruence condition is fulfilled. In this way, only matrices
in GO2pZq “ Rą0 ¨ Op2q XMat2pZq survive as possible moduli for the remaining
Kloosterman sums. This corresponds to the case of large weight in [2] and the
remaining term can be computed in exactly the same way. In contrast to Blomer,
who uses special features of Bessel functions, we manipulate symplectic exponential
sums and evaluate congruences. Hence, this work can be seen as a non-archimedean
version of [2], where the analysis of oscillatory integrals is replaced - in disguise -
by its p-adic analogue.
In view of Böcherer’s conjecture, Theorem 1 even evaluates a fourth moment of
central values and a degree 16 L-function. Indeed, the contribution of the Saito-
Kurokawa lifts in (5) is small. If f is the elliptic modular form corresponding to
F , then wF,N is related to central L-values of f , i.e. by [4, Theorem 3.12] we have
that
wF,N “ 3 2
8π5Lp1, χ´4q2Γp2k ´ 4q
N3 Γp2k ´ 1q
Lp1{2, f ˆ χ´4q
Lp3{2, fqLp1, f,Adq .(9)
By applying the convexity bound for central L-values, we see that the contribution
of Saito-Kurokawa lifts in (5) is OpN´5{4`ǫq.
Let B
p2q˚
k pNq denote a Hecke basis of the space orthogonal to Saito-Kurokawa
lifts. Then, by applying (3), Cauchy-Schwarz and (7), we get:
Corollary 2. For k ě 8 and a sufficiently large prime N ” 3 pmod4q, it holds thatÿ
FPB
p2q˚
k
pNq
wF,N‰0
1
Lp1, πf ,Adq "
N3
plogNq2 .
In particular, if Lp1, πf ,Adq has no zeros in |s´ 1| ! N´ǫ, then N3´ǫ forms
F P Bp2q˚k pNq satisfy wF,N ‰ 0 and thus Lp1{2, F qLp1{2, F ˆ χ´4q ‰ 0.
Moreover, we get the following quadruple non-vanishing result:
Corollary 3. Let q1 and q2 be any two coprime fundamental discriminants and let
N be sufficiently large. Then there exists a newform F P Bp2qk pNq that is not a SK
lift such that
Lp1{2, F qLp1{2, F ˆ χ´4qLp1{2, F ˆ χq1qLp1{2, F ˆ χq2q ‰ 0
Notation and conventions. We use the usual ǫ-convention and all implied con-
stants may depend on ǫ. A term is negligible, if it is of size OpN´100q. By r., .s, p., .q
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we refer to the least common multiple respectively the greatest common divisor of
two integers. Furthermore, we set l :“ k ´ 3{2.
2. Spinor zeta function and Saito-Kurokawa lifts
For a Siegel cusp form F P Sp2qk pNq of even weight k that is an eigenform of the
Hecke algebra with eigenvalues λp and Satake parameters α0,p, α1,p, α2,p (satisfying
α20,pα1,pα2,p “ 1) at primes p, the spinor L-function is defined by a degree 4 Euler
product
Lps, F q “
ź
p
ˆ
1´ α0,p
ps
˙´1ˆ
1´ α0,pα1,p
ps
˙´1ˆ
1´ α0,pα2,p
ps
˙´1ˆ
1´ α0,pα1,pα2,p
ps
˙´1
for ℜs sufficiently large. As in [2], we normalize all L functions to have 0 ă ℜs ă 1
as the critical strip. This corresponds to a linear shift s ÞÑ s`k´3{2 in comparison
with [1] and many other sources. The Dirichlet expansion of Lps, F q is given by [1,
p. 69]
Lps, F q “ ζN p2s` 1q
ÿ
m
λF pmq
ms
,
where ζN psq “ ζpsq
ś
p∤Np1 ´ p´sq. Furthermore, we need the following formula
from [1, Theorem 4.3.16]
Lps, F ˆ χqqaF pIq “ Lps` 1{2, χqqLps` 1{2, χ´4qq
ÿ
m
aF pmIqχqpmq
ms
(10)
with l “ a “ 1, η “ χ “ trivial. We denote by
rpnq “ rqpnq “ χqpnq
n1{2
ÿ
d|n
χ´4pdq(11)
the Dirichlet coefficients of Lps` 1{2, χqqLps` 1{2, χ´4qq. If q “ 1 the latter is the
Dedekind zeta function ζQpiqps` 1{2q.
The space S
p2q
k pNq contains a subspace of lifts from elliptic Hecke cusp forms f of
weight 2k´ 2 and level N . For odd, squarefree N , there exists a Hecke equivariant
isomorphism between the two spaces, cf. [9]
Lps, F q “ ζN ps´ 1{2qζNps` 1{2qLps, fq.(12)
A key ingredient for the proof of Theorem 1 is the approximate functional equation
for Lps, fq. If N ” 3 pmod 4q and F is a Siegel modular newform for Γp2q
0
pNq that is
not a lift, then Lps, F q has conductor N2 in all cases where wF,N ‰ 0, cf. [2, p. 16]
and [4, p. 13]. For such F , Lps, F q has the following meromorphic continuation and
functional equation proved by [1, Theorem 3.1]
Λps, F q “ NsL8ps, F qLps, F q “ NsΓCps` 1{2qΓCps` k ´ 3{2qLps, fq “ Λp1´ s, F q,
where ΓCpsq “ 2p2πq´sΓpsq. For such F we get in a standard way [6, Theorem 5.3]
by (10) the following approximate function:
aF pIqLp1{2, F ˆ χqq “ 2
ÿ
n,m
rqpnqaF pmIqχqpmq
pnmq1{2 W
˜
nm
N |q|
2
¸
(13)
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with
W pxq “ 1
2πi
ż
p2q
L8ps` 1{2q
L8p1{2q p1´ s
2qx´s ds
s
.
By shifting the contour, we see that the integral satisfies for all A ą 0 the bound
W pxq !A p1` xq´A.(14)
3. Kitaoka-Petersson formula
The primary tool in the proof of Theorem 1 is a spectral summation of Petersson
type for Siegel cusp forms. For the full modular group, it was proved in [7] and
later extended in [3] to include congruence subgroups. We quote their results and
introduce some notation. Let Λ denote all symmetric, integral 2-by-2 matrices. A
major role plays a generalized Kloosterman sum
KpQ, T ;Cq “
ÿ
D
eptrpAC´1Q` C´1DT qq,
where Q, T P S , C P Mat2pZq, the sum runs over matrices"
D P M2pZqmodCΛ |
ˆ˚ ˚
C D
˙
P Sp4pZq
*
,(15)
and A is any matrix such that
ˆ
A ˚
C D
˙
P Sp4pZq. The cardinality of (15) depends
only on the elementary divisors of C, since
KpQ, T ;U´1CV ´1q “ KpUQUT , V TTV ;Cq for U, V P Gl2pZq,(16)
and for C “
ˆ
c1
c1c2
˙
one has |KpQ, T ;Cq| ď c31c2 ď detC3{2.
For a real, diagonalizable matrix P with positive eigenvalues c21, c
2
2 we write
JℓpP q “
ż π{2
0
Jℓp4πc1 sin θqJℓp4πc2 sin θq sin θ dθ,
where Jkpxq denotes the Bessel function of weight k. For Jkpxq, we have the simple
bounds
Jkpxq ! 1 and Jkpxq ! xk(17)
for all x ą 0, k ą 2.
For two matrices P “
ˆ
p1 p2{2
p2{2 p4
˙
P S , S “
ˆ
s1 s2{2
s2{2 s4
˙
P S and c P N we
define a ”Salié” sum
H˘pP, S; cq “ δs4“p4
ÿ˚
d1 pmod cq
ÿ
d2 pmod cq
e
ˆ
d1s4d
2
2 ¯ d1p2d2 ` s2d2 ` d1p1 ` d1s1
c
¯ p2s2
2cs4
˙
.
This sum is relatively easy to handle, and by applying the well-known bound for
Gauss sums ÿ
xpmod cq
e
ˆ
ax2 ` bx
c
˙
! pa, cq1{2c1{2
for the d2 sum, and estimating the d1 sum trivially, we get |H˘pP, S; cq| ! c3{2pc, s4q1{2.
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For Q P S , we define a Poincaré series
PQpZq “
ÿ
γPΓ8zΓ
p2q
0
pNq
Jpγ, Zq´keptrpQγZqq “
ÿ
TPS
hQpT qpdetT q k2´ 34 eptrpTZqq,
where Γ8 “
"ˆ
I S
I
˙
|S P Λ
*
, Jpγ, zq “ detpCZ `Dq for γ “
ˆ
A B
C D
˙
. Then,
we have by [3, Proposition 2.1]2 that
xF, PQy “ 8ckpdetQq´ k2` 34 aF pQq, with ck “ 1
4
π1{2p4πq3´2kΓpk ´ 3{2qΓpk ´ 2q,
for F P Sp2qk pNq. By computing xPT , PQy for T,Q P S it follows
8ck
ˆ
detT
detQ
˙ k
2
´ 3
4 ÿ
FPB
p2q
k
pNq
aF pT qaF pQq
‖F‖2
“ hQpT qpdetT q k2´ 34 .(18)
The Fourier coefficients of the Poincaré series, hQpT q, have been computed in [3] :
Lemma 4. It holds for T,Q P S and even k ě 6 that
hQpT qpdetT q k2´ 34 “ δQ„T#AutpT q
`
ˆ
detT
detQ
˙ k
2
´ 3
4 ÿ
˘
ÿ
s
ÿ
cą1
N |c
ÿ
U,V
p´1qk{2?2π
c3{2s1{2
H˘pUQUT , V ´1TV ´T , cqJℓ
˜
4π
a
detpTQq
cs
¸
` 8π2
ˆ
detT
detQ
˙ k
2
´ 3
4 ÿ
detC‰0
NC
KpQ, T ;Cq
|detC|
3{2
JℓpTC´1QC´T q,
where the sum over U, V P GL2pZq in the second term on the right hand side runs
over matrices
U “
ˆ ˚ ˚
u3 u4
˙
{t˘u, V “
ˆ
v1 ˚
v3 ˚
˙
, pu3 u4qQ
ˆ
u3
u4
˙
“ p´v3 v1qT
ˆ´v3
v1
˙
“ s,
Q „ T means equivalence in the sense of quadratic forms and AutpT q “ tU P
GL2pZq |UTTU “ T u. The sums are absolutely convergent for k ě 6.
In the last term, [7] and [3] have the constant 1{2π4 instead of 8π2. As pointed
out by [2, p. 7], this is incorrect. As in [7] and [3], we refer to the first term on the
right side as diagonal term, the second as rank 1 and the third as rank 2 case.
4. Symplectic Kloosterman sums
The aim of this section is to decompose the modulus of a symplectic Kloosterman
sum of the typeKpµ1I, µ2I;NCq with µ1, µ2, N P Z. Kitaoka [7, Lemma 1-3] shows
how to decompose such a Kloosterman sum for the case that C is diagonal and in
combination with (16), this is sufficient in most cases. However, we want to avoid
non-diagonal terms in the second argument of the Kloosterman sum, hence, we
need to adjust Kitaoka’s proof slightly. To simplify notation, we set Γ :“ Sp4pZq.
2There is a minor typo in [3, Proposition 2.1], there should be an additional factor of 2 on the
right hand side. The reason is that the original proof from Klingen [8, Section 6] uses a different
definition for Γ8 that differs from the definition in [3] (that corresponds to ours) by a factor 2.
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Lemma 5. Set c :“ detC and assume pc,Nq “ 1. Choose integers s, t with
sN ` tc “ 1 and set X “ tc ¨ C´1. Let Q, T P S . Then
KpQ, T,NCq “ KpXQXT , T,NqKps2Q, T,Cq,
Proof. It holds that
ˆ
A B
C D
˙
P Γ if and only if ATD ´ CTB “ I and ATC and
BTD are symmetric. Since ATC symmetric implies that AC´1 is symmetric, it
holds that,ˆ
A B
NC D
˙
P Γ ô
ˆ
CTA CTB ´ sATD
NI XD
˙
,
ˆ
NA NB ´XTATD
C sD
˙
P Γ,
cf. [7, Proof of Lemma 1]. Consequently, we can show that the map
DmodNCΛ ÞÑ pXDmodNΛ, sDmodCΛq"
DmodNCΛ|
ˆ ˚ ˚
NC D
˙
P Γ
*
Ñ
"
DmodNΛ|
ˆ ˚ ˚
NI D
˙
P Γ
*
ˆ
"
DmodCΛ|
ˆ˚ ˚
C D
˙
P Γ
*
is bijective. This works exactly as in the proof of [7, Lemma 2], since NC “ CN .
By CX ` sNI “ I, we obtain
trpApNCq´1Q` pNCq´1DT q
“ trppXTCTA` sNAqN´1C´1Q`N´1C´1pCXD ` sNDqT q
“ trppXTCTAN´1C´1Q` sAC´1Q`N´1XDT ` sC´1DT q
“ trpXTCTAN´1psNI `XCqC´1Q` sApsNI `XCqC´1Qq
` trpN´1XDT ` sC´1DT q
“ trpCTAN´1XQXT `N´1XDT q ` trpNAC´1s2Q` C´1sDT q
` trpsXTCTAC´1Qq ` trpsAXQq.
Since sXTCTAC´1Q “ stcAC´1Q “ sAXQ is symmetric and integral, we con-
clude
trpApNCq´1Q` pNCq´1DT q
” trpCTAN´1XQXT `N´1XDT q ` trpNAC´1s2Q` C´1sDT q pmod 1q.

If the modulus is pI for a prime p, a symplectic Kloosterman sum simplifies as
follows:
Lemma 6. Let p be a prime, Q “
ˆ
q1 q2{2
q2{2 q4
˙
and T “
ˆ
t1 t2{2
t2{2 t4
˙
. Then
KpQ, T ; pIq “
ÿ
d1,d2,d4pmod pq
p∤δ
e
ˆ
δpd4q1 ´ d2q2 ` d1q4q ` d1t1 ` d2t2 ` d4t4
p
˙
,
where δ “ d1d4 ´ d22.
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Proof. Set D “
ˆ
d1 d2
d3 d4
˙
. Since
ˆ˚ ˚
C D
˙
P Γ if and only if C´1D is symmetric
and pC,Dq is primitive3, it follows for C “ NI that d2 “ d3 and the sum runs over
all d1, d2, d4modN that fulfill p ∤ δ. Let δ be an integer such that δδ ” 1modN .
Setting A “ δ
ˆ
d4 ´d2
´d2 d1
˙
, it holds that ATC is symmetric and B :“ pATD ´
I2qN´1 PM2pZq. 
To conclude this section, we present a lemma that counts the number of solutions
of a congruence that arises in the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 7. Let N ” 3 pmod4q be a prime and h1, h2, c1, c2, c4 P Z such that
4c1c4 ´ c22 ı 0 pmodNq. Let Lpc1, c2, c4, h1, h2q denote the number of solutions
d1, d2, d4 pmodNq of
h1 ” apd1 ` d4q pmodNq(19)
pd1d4 ´ d22qh2 ” bpd4c1 ´ d2c2 ` d1c4q pmodNq(20)
0 ı d1d4 ´ d22 pmodNq,(21)
where a, b are arbitrary integers coprime to N . Then
Lpc1, c2, c4, h1, h2q “ δh1”h2”0 pmodNq δc1”c4,c2”0 pmodNqN2 `OpNq.
Proof. First, we compute the left hand side for h1 ” h2 ” 0 pmodNq. It follows by
(19) that d4 ” ´d1 pmodNq and by (20) therefore d1pc1 ´ c4q ` c2d2 ” 0 pmodNq.
For c1 ” c4 and c2 ” 0 pmodNq, this congruence holds for arbitrary d1, d2. In
addition, congruence (21) requires that d21 ı d24 pmodNq. Since only 2N pairs d1, d2
fulfill d21 ” d24 pmodNq, there are N2´2N solutions for d1, d2, d4 pmodNq satisfying
all three congruences. On the other hand, for c1 ı c4 or c2 ı 0 pmodNq, there are
less than N ` 1 solutions, since choosing d1 already fixes d4 and vice versa.
Next, we show that for fixed h1 ı 0 or h2 ı 0 and arbitrary fixed c1, c2, c4, we
have Lph1, h2, c1, c2, c4q ď N ` 1. By (19) it holds that d4 ” a¯h1 ´ d1 pmodNq.
Without loss of generalization, we can assume a ” 1 and b ” 1 pmodNq. Then,
(20) equals
h2p´d21 ´ d22q ` h2h1d1 ” d1pc4 ´ c1q ´ d2c2 ` c1h1 pmodNq.
For h2 ” 0, this gives 0 ” pc4 ´ c1qd1 ´ c2d2 ` c1h1. Since h1 ı 0 and either
c4 ´ c1, c1 or c2 is ı 0 pmodNq, choosing d1 fixes d4 and vice versa. For h2 ı 0 we
get
pd1 ´ 2pc4 ´ c1´h1qq2 ` pd2 ´ 2h2c2q2
” h1c1 ` h2 ` d1q ` p2pc4 ´ c1 ´ h1qq2 ` p2h2c2q2 pmodNq.
The congruence x2 ` y2 ” npmodNq has N ` 1 solutions for x, y pmodNq if N ∤ n,
and 1 solution if N | n, namely p0, 0q. 
3pC, Dq is primitive, if there exists U “
ˆ
˚ ˚
C D
˙
P GL4pZq.
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5. Proof of Theorem 1
The proof follows [2] closely. For newforms that are not Saito-Kurokawa lifts,
we use the functional approximation (13) obtaining
wF,NLp1{2, F ˆ χq1qLp1{2, Fˆχq2q “ 4ck
ÿ
n1,n2
m1,m2
rq1pn1qrq2 pn2qχq1 pm1qχq2pm2q
pn1n2m1m2q1{2
ˆW
˜
n1m1
N |q1|
2
¸
W
˜
n2m2
N |q2|
2
¸
aF pm1IqaF pm2Iq
‖F‖
2
.
For notational simplicity we write r1, r2 instead of rq1 , rq2 from now on. Both the
right hand side and the left hand side make also sense for oldforms and lifts, but
they do not have to coincide in this case. We write aF pnq for the coefficients of
LpF, sq. Then, by (10) the right hand side of (13) equals
4wF,N
ÿ
n1,n2
aF pn1qχq1pn1qaF pn2qχq2 pn2q
n
1{2
1
n
1{2
2
W
˜
n1m1
N |q1|
2
¸
W
˜
n2m2
N |q2|
2
¸
.
For the Op1q oldforms which are not lifts the left-hand side is OpN´3q and the right
side is OpN´14{5q since řnďx aF pnq ! x3{5`ǫ for F not a Saito-Kurokawa lift, cf.
[11, Lemma 1].
For the OpNq lifts, the left hand side is OpN´ 94`ǫq by (9) and the convexity
bound for GL2 L-functions. For the right side, we use Mellin inversion and (12),
obtaining that
ÿ
n
aF pnqχqpnq
n1{2
W pn{Nq “ 1
2πi
ż
p2q
Lps, χqqp1´ χqpNqN´sqLps` 1, χqq
ˆ p1´ χqpNqN´s´1qLps` 1{2, f ˆ χqqL8ps` 1{2q
L8p1{2q N
sp1 ´ s2qds
s
,
where f is the elliptic cusp form in S2k´2pNq corresponding to F . The p1 ´ s2q
term cancels with the pole from the zeta function for q “ 1 and hence we can shift
the contour to ℜs “ ǫ. By applying the convexity bound, the remaining integral
contributes OpN1{4`ǫq.
Altogether, we obtain
ÿ
FPB
p2q
k
pNq
wF,NLp1{2, F ˆ χq1qLp1{2, F ˆ χq2q “ 4ck
ÿ
n1,n2
m1,m2
r1pn1qr2pn2qχq1 pm1qχq2pm2q
pn1n2m1m2q1{2
ˆW
˜
n1m1
|q1|
2
N
q
¸
W
˜
n2m2
|q2|
2
N
¸ ÿ
FPB
p2q
k
pNq
aF pm1IqaF pm2Iq
‖F‖
2
`OpN´5{4`ǫq.
By (18), the main term on the right hand side of the previous display equals
4
ÿ
n1,n2
m1,m2
rpn1qrpn2qW
´
n1m1
|q1|
2N
¯
W
´
n2m2
|q2|
2N
¯
χq1pm1qχq2pm2q
pn1n2m1m2q1{2
1
8
m
k´3{2
2
hm2Ipm1Iq.
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The Fourier coefficients hm2Ipm1Iq are given by Lemma 4. The diagonal term
equals
4
ÿ
n1,n2,m
r1pn1qr2pn2qχ1pm1qχ2pm2qW
´
n1m1
|q1|
2N
¯
W
´
n2m2
|q2|
2N
¯
pn1n2m2q1{2 .
By double Mellin inversion, this equals
“ 4p2πiq2
ż
p2q
ż
p2q
Lps` 1, χq1qLps` 1, χ´4q1qLpt` 1, χq2qLpt` 1, χ´4q2q(22)
ˆLps` t` 1, χq1q2q
L8ps` 1{2q
L8p1{2q
L8pt` 1{2q
L8p1{2q p1´ sq
2p1´ tq2NsN t|q1|2s|q2|2t dsds
st
.
We shift the s-contour to ℜ “ ´1` ǫ picking up a pole at s “ 0 of order 1 or 2. For
the former, we shift the t-contour to ℜ “ ´1` ǫ picking up a pole of order t “ 0 of
order at most 3. The remaining integral contributes OpN´2`ǫq.
For the latter, we shift the t-contour ℜt “ ´1` ǫ, picking up a pole at t “ ´s
(since pq1, q2q “ 1 that can only happen if q1 “ q2 “ 1) and a pole at t “ 0. The
remaining integral is OpN´2`ǫq, the latter is the main term and the pole at t “ ´s
equals
´4
2πi
ż
´1`ǫ
Γps` 1qζQpiqps` 1qΓp1´ sqζQpiqp1´ sqΓpk ´ 1` sqΓpk ´ 1´ sq
Γpk ´ 1q2 p1´ s
2q2 ds
s2
.
It is not necessary to simplify this term further, since it will cancel with another
term from the rank 2 contribution.
Next, we consider the rank 1 contribution. There are sǫ choices for U, V and it
must hold rm1,m2s | s. By (14) and trivial estimation, the rank 1 case is bounded
by
N ǫ
ÿ
m1,m2!N1`ǫ
ÿ
s,c
pNc, rm1m2ssq1{2
pm1m2rm1m2ssq1{2
∣
∣
∣
∣
Jℓ
ˆ
4πm1m2
rm1m2sNcs
˙∣
∣
∣
∣
.
We write d “ pm1,m2q. By (17), the contribution of dcs ! N1´ǫ is negligible.
Hence, the previous display is bounded by
! N ǫ
ÿ
N1´ǫ!d!N1`ǫ
pd,Nq“1
d´3{2 `N1{2`ǫ
ÿ
d!N1`ǫ
N |d
d´3{2 ! N´1{2`ǫ.
It remains to treat the rank 2 contribution
4π2
ÿ
n1,m1,n2,m2
r1pn1qr2pn2qW
´
n1m1
|q1|
2N
¯
W
´
n2m2
|q2|
2N
¯
χ1pm1qχ2pm2q
pn1m1n2m2q1{2(23)
ˆ
ÿ
detC‰0
Kpm2I,m1I;NCq
N3|detC|
3{2
Jℓ
ˆ
m1m2C
´1C´T
N2
˙
.
By the decay ofW we can truncate the n1,m1, n2,m2 sums at n1m1, n2m2 ! N1`ǫ
at costs of a negligible error. Recall that
Jℓ
ˆ
m1m2C
´1C´T
N2
˙
“
ż π{2
0
2ź
i“1
Jℓ
ˆ
4π
?
m1m2si sin θ
N
˙
sin θ dθ
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with s21 and s
2
2 denoting the eigenvalues of C
´1C´T . If either s1 or s2 is small, say
! N´ 1`γl for γ P R, then by applying (17) and trivial estimation, we get that (23) is
! N´γ`ǫ. If both s1, s2 " N´ 1`γl , then the eigenvalues of CTC and consequently
trpCTCq are ! Np 1`γl q
2
. Such C are contained in"
M “
ˆ
m1 m2
m3 m4
˙
PM2ˆ2pZq | 0 ‰ detM ! N
1`γ
l , |mi| ! N
1`γ
l for 1 ď i ď 4
*
which we denote by Cpγq. For notational simplicity, we set c :“ |detC|. To apply
Poisson summation, we complete the n1,m1, n2,m2 sum at a negligible error and
split m1,m2 in residue classes modulo N rc, q1s and N rc, q2s. This way, display (23)
equals
4π2
ÿ
n1,n2
r1pn1qr2pn2q
pn1n2q1{2
ÿ
CPCpγq
ÿ
µ1pmodNrc,q1sq
µ2pmodNrc,q1sq
χq1pµ1qχq2pµ2q
Kpµ2I, µ1I;NCq
N3c3{2
ˆ
ÿ
m1”µ1pmodNrc,q1sq
m2”µ2pmodNrc,q2sq
W
´
n1m1
|q1|
2N
¯
W
´
n2m2
|q2|
2N
¯
m
1{2
1
m
1{2
2
Jℓ
ˆ
m1m2C
´1C´T
N2
˙
`OpN´γ`ǫq.
Poisson summation yields for the main term
4π2
ÿ
n1,n2
r1pn1qr2pn2q
pn1n2q1{2
ÿ
CPCpγq
ÿ
µ1pmodNrc,q1sq
µ2pmodNrc,q1sq
χq1pµ1qχq2pµ2q
Kpµ2I, µ1I;NCq
N5rc, q1src, q2sc3{2
ˆ
ÿ
h1,h2PZ
Ψn1,n2pNC;h1, h2qe
ˆ
´ µ1h1
N rc, q1s ´
µ2h2
N rc, q2s
˙
,(24)
where Ψn1,n2pNC;h1, h2q is
ż
R
ż
R
W
´
n1x1
|q1|
2N
¯
W
´
n2x2
|q2|
2N
¯
?
x1x2
Jℓ
ˆ
x1x2C
´1C´T
N2
˙
e
ˆ
x1h1
N rc, q1s `
x2h2
N rc, q2s
˙
dx1dx2.
Substituting x1 by Nx1 and x2 by Nx2, this integral simplifies to
N
ż
R
ż
R
W
´
n1x1
|q1|
2
¯
W
´
n2x2
|q2|
2
¯
?
x1x2
Jℓ
`
x1x2C
´1C´T
˘
e
ˆ
x1h1
rc, q1s `
x2h2
rc, q2s
˙
dx1dx2,
which we will denote by NΨ˜n1,n2pC;h1, h2q. By applying partial summation suffi-
ciently often with respect to x1 and x2 (integrating the last term and differentiating
the rest), we can truncate the h1, h2 sum at h1, h2 ! N 1`γl at a negligible error.
We choose s, t P Z with sN ` tc “ 1 and ps, q2q “ 1. Then by Lemma 5, the
Kloosterman sum decomposes into
Kpµ2I, µ1I,NCq “ Kpµ2t2cC´1cC´T , µ1I,NIqKps2µ2I, µ1I, Cq.
The first Kloosterman sum on the right hand side equals by Lemma 6
ÿ
d1,d2,d4pmodNq
N ∤δ
e
ˆ
µ2t
2δpd4c1 ´ d2c2 ` d1c4q ` µ1pd1 ` d4q
N
˙
,
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where cC´1cC´T “
ˆ
c1 c2{2
c2{2 c4
˙
with c1, c2, c4 P Z, δ “ d1d4 ´ d22.
Next, we split µimodN rc, qis into νimodN and γimodrc, qis, i.e. write µi “
νirc, qis ` γiN . Then χqipµiq “ χqipNγiq. In this way, display (24) equals
4π2
ÿ
n1,n2
r1pn1qr2pn2q
pn1n2q1{2
ÿ
CPCpγq
1
N4rc, q1src, q2sc3{2
ÿ
h1,h2PZ
Ψ1n1,n2pC;h1, h2q
ˆ
ÿ
γ1 pmodrc,q1sq
γ2 pmodrc,q2sq
χq1pNγ1qχq2pNγ2qKpsγ2I,Nγ1I, Cqe
ˆ
´ γ1h1rc, q1s ´
γ2h2
rc, q2s
˙
ˆ
ÿ
d1,d2,d4 pmodNq
N ∤δ
ÿ
ν1 pmodNq
e
ˆ
ν1prc, q1spd1 ` d4q ´ h1q
N
˙
ˆ
ÿ
ν2 pmodNq
e
ˆ
ν2prc, q2st2δpd4c1 ´ d2c2 ` d1c4q ´ h2q
N
˙
.
Hence, if h1 ı rc, q1spd1`d4q pmodNq or h2δ ı t2rc, q2spd4c1´d2c2`d1c4q pmodNq
the sum vanishes. The number of solutions to these congruences are counted in
Lemma 7. The case h1 “ h2 “ 0 and c1 “ c4, c “ 0 forms the main term. This
latter condition is equivalent to C P GO2pZq, cf. [2, p. 15], where
GO2pZq “
"ˆ
x y
¯y ˘x
˙
| px, yq P Z2 ‰ tp0, 0qu
*
.
Since all entries of C as well as h1, h2 are each bounded by O
´
N
1`γ
l
¯
, the last
display equals
“ 4π2
ÿ
n1,n2!Nǫ
r1pn1qr2pn2q
pn1n2q1{2
ÿ
CPGO2pZq
1
rc, q1src, q2sc3{2
ˆ χq2pNs¯q
ÿ
γ1 pmodrc,q1sq
γ2 pmodrc,q2sq
χq1pγ1qχq2pγ2qKpγ2I, γ1I, Cq
ˆ
ż
R
ż
R
W pn1x1qW pn2x2q?
x1x2
Jℓ
`
x1x2C
´1C´T
˘
dx1dx2 `OpN´1`
6`6γ
l
`ǫq.
We choose γ such that both error terms OpN´γ`ǫq and OpN´1` 6`6γl `ǫq are of the
same size, i.e. γ “ l´6
7
“ 2k´15
14
. Applying [2, Lemma 4], we see that the sum
vanishes for q1 ‰ 1 or q2 ‰ 1. Since matrices C P GO2pZq fulfill C´1 “ CT c´1, the
main term of the previous display equals
8π2
ÿ
n1,n2
r1pn1qr2pn2q
pn1n2q1{2
ÿ
γPZris
|γ|2!Nǫ
φpγq
|γ|
3
ż
R
ż
R
ż π{2
0
W pn1x1qW pn2x2q?
x1x2
Jℓ
˜
x1x2
|γ|
2
I
¸
dx1dx2.
By (14) and (17) we can complete the γ-sum at a negligible error. Blomer [2, p. 15]
shows that the completed sum equals
4
2πi
ż
´1`ǫ
ζQpiqps` 1qζQpiqp1 ´ sq
Γpk ´ 1` sqΓpk ´ 1´ sqΓps` 1qΓp1´ sq
Γpk ´ 1q2 p1´ s
2q2 ds
s2
which cancels with the residue s “ ´t from the rank 0 case.
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